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Data mining DM and KDD has emerged as a problem-solving technique for analysing data for pre-

exIsting databases, growing data industry isues and resulting consumer demands for different 

upproaches to extract useful information from large data stores. This paper reviews the different machine 

Icaming algorithms used in the UCI repository for different training data sets. Machine learning is known 
as supervised and unsupervised learning, so supervised learning is acquired from different classification 

detinitions, LC. a new Instance classifier. Unsupervised learming problems in separate unclassified 
classes. Predictive datamining is often referred to as superviscd leaning and, based on different 

association principles, descriptive datamining is unsupervised. The approach to machine learming and 

ataning 1ocuses on categorical, on-numeric, and interpretable data processing. Cross-industry 
standard method for CRISP-DM datamining of mining techniques for KDD-based market solutions. 

Diterent researeh papers on datamining tools and algorithms and their effect on supervised learning are 

checked for fnuitfül data decisions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Data is masSve, so it's beyond human beings' understanding capacity to make a successful 

discovery of knowledgc. The primary objective of datamining is to retrieve valuable knowledge from 

vast databases in a humanly understandable format. We may conclude that data mining is an intersection 

of dititerent fields, such as machine learning, arificial intelligence, ctc. In areas such as game 

engincering biological, analytics and visualization, datamining applications are vast. Different 

dalamining instruments such as R method, Rapid miner, keel, weka, orange etc. are available on the 

market. Dalamining techniques such as grouping, cluslcring and regression methods are used to discover 

details and prepare for the future. 

Clastering has three methods in which instances are grouped into groups that have been defined. The 

approach to clustering is focused on unsupervised leaming, as there are no predefined groups. Data can 

be grouped togelher as a cluster in this method. Classification is a common activity in data mining. 

especially in the discovery of information and future plan, it offers smart decision-making, classification 

is not only used to research and analyze exIsting sample data, but also predicts the sample data's fuure 

actions. Two phases are included in the classification, lirst the step ot the lecaming process in which the 

twaining data is evaluated, then the rules and patems ure formed. The second step checks the data and 

documents the consistency of the patterns of classification. Regression is used to map data items into a 

very usetul estimation variable. Vanous lgorithms such as decision tree, nearest neighbor, genetic 

algorithm support vector machine (SVM) ete., in the classification technique. We discuss the different 
classitication algoridins and compare them in this paper. We frsi give Decision Tree Principles, 
Bayesian Network, and K-Nearest Neighbor Support Vector Machine in the rest of this paper. 
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.LITERATURE REVIEW 

A ot ot stuuly n the ovungarion of dillerent nachine learning algorihms and their cflects 

on dilterent datasets o training has been seviewed In a study conducted in 20KH, cOss-Valinalion o 

breast cancer ilata sets elicitel im bun Othnanf|] waw comducteud uning the weka tool to perlorm multiple 

analy ves usng the K-fokl enass-valiudatian niethod, but there is no processing of thorough rescarch. 
Likes 

wTiters A new sutial devision tree algorithm wus proposed by Inas SukucsihSitanggang et al |2) . 

\coorndingly, in relatinal udatamning. a data set is divided into two layers of spatial and referential 

relatvonship wwn dilterent tuples, so its aceuracy is called 74.72 percent. In order to construct 

muluple dec1SAa trec, Khatwani, S. Et al[ 13] suggested the ld3 algorithm and genetic algorithm to cach 

prodat the output based on the data sets lunetion. Rescarch on the comparison ol diterent training 

atasets utiluzing datam1ning niethods such as weka, tanagra in 2018[4,5] comparcd the accuracy or 

algonthms such as KNN, SVM, Naive bayee, C4.5, IR and OR algorithms, thus achieving accuracy using 

rogressaon and fuzzy learning functionalities, however there are no connection laws. The new Bayesian 

sicanon iechnique proposcd by Qm et all7| is based on uncertain data by taking 20 data sets from 

the UCT repository and applying the uncertain Bayesian classification and prediction techniquc, ne 

proposcd Wcka algorithm and showing that the outcome of the proposed method is better than that of 

the Bayesian classification. In spatial databases, David Tanial5] provides an absolute taxonomy o 
Nearest Ncighbor Queries. There are four perspectives in the taxonomy: space, thc outcomC, query-poins, 
and relationship. Research on the use of weka provided its advanlages in 201315] relative to other 
instruments dealing with medical datasets. [6] The key subject of the Weka Tool Survey. In [7, 1, 12. 

diffcrent classification strategies were studied in a comparative way. Jain[8] concentrated on the deciSion 

tree of C4.5 and compared its work with the different mining instruments. A thorough deseription ot the 

use of wcka, tanagra and knime is given [14-16]. 

3. REVIEW cOMPARISONS 

3.1 Supervised algorithm: Predictive data mining Induction of Models 

Analysis focuses primarily on predictive induction, arising from the clasitication process of datamining. 

i.e. induction of the decision tree and induction of the rule set. 

3.1.1 Decision Tree Iuduction 

Decision tree classification model, has nodes and arcs where each node is identified by the name of the 

attribute and are is the valid value of the node-a5sociated atribute. The topmost node is a root node and 
the originating sub nodes or ares are leal nodes where top-down traversal is performed. The Decision 

Tree is used to build predictive accuracy on the training data set for new instances. Training data 

collection is collected from the UCl repository according to the analysis carricd out from different 

literature studies. By caleulating the purity of the node, the main step in the decision tree is to define the 

attribute used for node selection. 

3.1.2 C4.5 and ID3 Decision Tree Algorithm 

It uses information-theoretical entropy as a purity measure in the C 4.5 decision tree algorithm, (quinlan, 

1986), 
Tdentity the largest utility altribute, i.e. the difference between the ongnal purily value and the Sum ol 
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In the anaysis t espluratory slata. Sueh adeciuion tree und rule set induction fesulling in classitication 

h, Nlw Tule leauning that is un usuypervised learning method witlhont tlas label, similarly 

a pervised leaunng mcethod. Althugh mubgroup dicovery is a descriptive 
inuction nnetlhioal for patlern learning aimed ut finding descriptions of interesting pupulation subyroup. 

3.21 Asociation Rule Learning 

n the data mining culure, the topic of inducing association rules (Agrawal, Manila, Srikant, Toivonen. 

Verkamo, 5) has gaincd a lot of priority. It is defined as follows: given the set of transactions 

(examples) where cach transaction is a set of items, the rule of ussociation is an cxpresion where the 
scts ol tems arc B and H, and B! H is interprcted as IF B THEN H, implying that the transactions 

containing B in a database also appear to contain H. An in-depth survey of the discovery of association 

law is beyond the scopc. 
3.2.2 Subgroup Discovery 

The task ot sSubgroup discovery is to identify sufficiently large population subyroups that have a class 

dstribulion that 1s substantially different from the whole dataset. Discovery by subgroup results in 

ndnvidual nules, where the conclusion of the law is a class (the property of interest). The key difference 

between the learming of classification nules and the discovery of subgroups is that it causes single interest 

uics jsudgroups) aimed at revealing interesting characteristics of groups of instances, not necessarnly at 

cstablishinga classification law. 
4. TOOLS USED FOR DATAMINING The data mining tools that we have comparisons 

The WEKA toolkit[ 14] was developed in Ncw Zealand by the University of Waikato. For study and 

didactic purposes, it is commonly used. Weka is the app that is casiest to use and therefore has a wide 

Ser base.All the algorithms present in it tor machine learning and data mining were writen in Java. 

WEKA includes various functions, such as splitting, validation, regression, and mining 
Tanagra [15] is a ree tool for analyzing datia. It also supports mathematical learning algorithms, in 

addtion to machine leaming and data processing, An open source tool for mining is the primary feature 
01 Tanagra. The sccondary role is to allow rescarchers to establish and compare their own rules of 

clasitfication with pre-existing methods. The leniany aim is to provide their open source code to 

developers so that they can leam how the tool was made. 

KNIME 16] is a robust instrument for data processing, discovery, and visualization. KNIME was 

developed using systematic methodology and is used in the science academy by a number of people. 

5. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM COMPARISONS 

S.1 Machine learning algorithm 

5.1.1 Bayesian Network 

A Bayesian Network (BN) is a gruphical model of relationships between a collection of features of 

different variable data sets. A Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is this graphical model structure S and all 

the nodes in S correspond to the characteTistics of a data set in one-to-one coTespondence. Among the 

characteristics of datasets, the arcs retlect torces, while the lack of possible arcs in S cncodes conditional 

independence. When aplied to large datasets, lhe Bayesian classifier showed high accuracy and 

speed[18]019] Bayesian networks are used to model knowlcdge of bioinformatics, engineering, medicine, 
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biomonitoring, scareh image prucessin 

S1.2. K-Nearest Neighbor 

The K-Nearest Neiglilor (NN) is tlhe sinplest nachine learning approach and bus some powerful results 

lor aceuracy. Wased on tie nearest training inutance in the feature space, the obyect is classified by KNN, 

This spocifically measuwes the decision boundary and the deeision estination cxplicily. The funetion of 

houndary complerity/21| is therefore the computalioml complexity of NN, From a set of objects for 

whiwh the conecet clasifivation is established, the neighbors are chiosen. No special training phase is 

yured, which can be considered as the truining set for the ulgorit1m. 

The &-NN algorithm is adaptive to the datu se's local structure. This is the unique case when the nearest 

neughbor algorithm is ealled k-1. The best choice of k depends on the data set; higher values of k 

devrcase tie classification eflect of noise(24] but make the boundaries less distinct between groups. The 
algorithm is guaranteed to yield an error rate lower than the Bayes error rate as the intinity approaches 

n rsults. 24. 24] if the k value is smal, then it lcads to errors in misclassification, so the k value 
should be high. Different heuristic techniques are then used to pick the right K. 
5.1.3 Support Vector Machine 

A training algorithm is the support vector machine [SVM]. To predict the class of the new sample, it 

trains the classifier. SVM is based on the notion of decision planes defining the decision boundary and 
ne point that lorms the decision boundary as a parameter between the classes called support vector 
treatment. SVM is based on the machine learning algorithm that Vapnik developed in the 1960s. To 

avoid over fitting, it is also based on the structure risk minimization theory. Mathematical programming 
and the kemel function are two central implementations of the SVM technique. 

6. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

Some common datascts from the uci repository have been taken in common according to research from 

ditferent publications and their accuracy is calculated accordingly on each dataset for each machine 

leaming algorithm. Sound, Cancer Breast, Evaluation Vehicle, and Ablone, bew, DNA Country Honour, 
Alphabets, Plant Culture, Broad Soybean, and Spanmming and Animal data are the datasets used. The 

aAalasets have been selecicd as they are very distinct from each other, ranging from l00 to 1000 data 

objccts. The number of attributes often varies in addion to this, and some of the datasels are multi-
attribute ones as well. So choosing this way makes the research all the more informative and trustworthy. 

The average accuracy for decision tree is 76 percent for NB, KNN is 86 percent and SVM is 88 percent, 

according to the classification algorithm accuracy performed using MATLAB tool Ablone, Australian, 
bcw, bio, car & DNA. It 1s also found that the accuracy of Wcka comes first as it was able to run all the 

algorithms followed by Tanagra and finally KNIME on other datasets using datamining methods such as 

weka, Tanagra & knime. Finally, after switchng from a percentage split to a 10 fold cross-validation 

approach, Weka obtained the highest eltficiency assessment. After that comes KNIME, followed by 

Tanagra. Thus, SVM and KNN range from 68% to 97% and 34% to 99%, respectively. Showing tests of 

precision for Tanagra. It is not possible to incorporate lR and OR in it. For certain datasets, SVM and 

KNN do not have readings, but for the one they provide, it ranges from 90 percent to 97 percent and 26 

percent to 98 percent. Naive Bayes ranged from 60% to 96%. The range of C4.5 is 58 to 97 per cent. 
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in the analysis of exploratory dlata, Such decinion tree and rule set induc tion reulting in clasilicallon 

models, association nle learning that is un unsupervined leurning uethod withoul class iabel, sinmiaty 
c'lustening is also an unupervised learning metliod. Althuglh subgroup discovery In a descripive 

induction method for pattem learming aimed at lindling desctiptions uf interesting population subgroup 

3.2.1 Association Rule lLearning 

In the data mining culture, the topie of inducing association rules (Agrawal, Mannila, Srikant, Iovonien, 

&Verkamo, 1995) has gained a lot of priority. t is delined as follows: given the sct of transuclio 

cxanpieswhere Caclh transaction is a set of ilenms, the rule ol association Is an cxpresSIon where he 

sets of items are B and H, and B! H is interprected as IF B THEN H, implying that the transactions 
contaning 5 in a database also appear to contain H. An in-depth survey ol the discovery ot association 

law is beyond the scope. 
3.2.2 Subgroup Discovery 

The task of subgroup discovery is to identify sufliciently large population subgroups that have a class 

uisuribuuon that is substantually different from the whole dataset. Discovery by subgroup resuls in 

mdividual rules, where the conclusion of the law is a class (the property of interest). The key dillerence 

between the learning of classification nules and the discovery of subgroups is thal it CauSes singie inetres ules (subgroups) aimed at revealing interesting characteristics of groups of instances, not necessarily at 

cstablishing a classification law. 

4. TOOLS USED FOR DATAMINING The data mining tools that we have comparisons 

The WEKA toolkit|14] was developed in New Zealand by the University of Waikato. For study and 
aidactic purposes, it is commonly used. Weka is the app that is casiest to use and therefore has a wide 

user base.All the algorithms prescnt in it for machine learning and data mining were writen in Java. 

WEKA includes various functions, such as spliting, validation, regression, and mining. 

Tanagra [15] is a free tool for analyzing dala. It also supports mathematical lcarming algorithms, in 

addition to machine leaming and data processing An open source to01 10r mining 15 ihe primary Ieanure 
of Tanagra. The secondary role is to allow rescarchcrs to establish and compare their own rules of 

classification with pre-existing methods. The tertiary aim is to provide their open source code to 

developers so that they can leam how the tool was made. 

KNIME [16] is a robust instrument for data processing, discovery, and visualization. KNIME was 

developed using systemalic methodology and 1s used in the science academy by a number of people. 

5. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM COMPARISONS 

5.1 Machine learning algorithm 

S.1.1 Bayesian Network 

Bayesian Network (BN) is a graphical model of relationships between a collection of features of 
difierent variable data ses. A Directcd Acyclic Graph (DAG) is this graphical model structure S and all 
the nodes in S corespond to the characteristics of a dala set in onc-to-one correspondence. Among the 

characteistics of dlatasels, the arcs relect forces, while the lack of possible arcs in S encodes conditional 
independence. When applicd to large datasets, the Bayesian classifier showed high accuracy and 

speed[18]|19] Bayesian networks are used to model knowledge of biOinlormatics, engineering, medicine, 
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